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ITALY

Delivering the Word
The Pope’s sound engineer gives an insight
into his delicate job, writes Mike Clark
The person with the key task of
ensuring that the Pope’s messages of faith are heard in the
clearest, most intelligible manner
worldwide is Radio Vaticana engineer
Roberto Calvigioni, who follows the
present Pontiff (and followed his predecessor John Paul II) on his travels,
ensuring the best possible results from
sound systems of all shapes and sizes.
He explains: “I go with the Pope to
all events with sound reinforcement –
at the Vatican itself, I’m directly responsible for all audio signals broadcast via
TV or radio, for which Radio Vaticana
has sole rights. It is the only organisation authorised to install microphones
in the Vatican and provides all other
broadcasters’ feeds
In Italy and other countries,
Calvigioni is responsible for the supervision of the audio at all events, and
always handles relations with on-site
audio contractors with great diplomacy,
particularly in developing countries,
where one cannot expect to find the latest line arrays to be put at the Pontiff’s
disposal. ”You’ve got to adapt to what
is provided and give any necessary suggestions, which are always very willingly accepted, as the success of such
important events is important to all
concerned – particularly for the organisers,” he says.
The Vatican engineer normally goes
to venues the day before the event, to
inspect the sound reinforcement systems and check the types and positioning of microphones, monitors and
consoles, taking into consideration
aspects of the event that only Vatican
staff members are familiar with and
making any changes or additions that
may be required.
Calvigioni’s “verdict” on systems
and mics is almost always positive, as
he stresses the importance of appreciating the commitment of local technical
teams. He adds jokingly: “I give some
audio set-ups and teams full marks, others eight out of ten, but none ever ‘fail’
– it’s a question of sensitivity, I remember when the Pope visited Africa 20

f

years ago and the speakers were all
horn-loaded systems with a lot of hum
and buzz – but we went ahead according to plan nevertheless.”
More recent events have featured
set-ups integrating leading-edge digital
and satellite technology, such as the
Twentieth World Youth Day in 2005,
which drew a crowd of over 1 million
youngsters at Marienfeld aerodrome in
Cologne – the event was covered by over
100 PA towers. Similar events include
when Pope John Paul II celebrated
mass to an estimated crowd of almost 5
million in Manila, and the 3 millionstrong audience at Tor Vergata, on the
outskirts of Rome.
Although attended by a relatively
small crowd (almost 20,000) a more
recent event with which Calvigioni was
pleased was when Pope Benedict XVI
celebrated the first open-air mass during a Middle East trip in Amman
International Stadium, drawing
Catholics from Iraq, Syria and other
Christian communities across the
region to the Jordanian capital.
When Calvigioni arrived, he met
Giorgio Biffi of Italian manufacturer
Outline, whose Butterfly arrays were used
for the event, and Outline system engineer Carlo Gennaro, both of whom had
worked with the Vatican engineer and his
team on many occasions in the past.
The rig fielded by local firm Events
AVP, with the support of local rental
companies, comprised a main set-up
with four hangs of 16 Butterfly Hi-pack
systems, under each of which there
were eight Subtech 218 subs, plus six
delays hangs, each with six Butterfly
systems. The rig was processed via four
XTA 428, interconnected with an
Optocore snake and powered by
Outline’s T Series amps.
Alongside Calvigioni at the event’s
FOH console (a Yamaha M7CL),
Vincenzo Testa, British ex-pat of Italian
origin based in Jordan and production
manager/FOH engineer with Events
AVP. Testa explains: “Mr Calvigioni
called the cues for His Holiness, while
the three choirs, orchestra and the two
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eight-piece Arabic groups were handled
by myself and my audio team.”
Testa was also impressed with the
Outline systems, which he’d already
used for a variety of events, (Rat Pack
Live from Las Vegas Show in London’s
Savoy, an Orange VIP Launch in
Jordan and on FOH duty for Arabic
superstar Carole Samaha): “While
most other systems’ high-frequency
response falls off after half the distance, the Butterflies have really clear
HF up to 100m, as if they were right
in front of you. Their incredible punch
also enables them to compete with
larger heavier arrays.”
As well as for infill work, Outline
DVS 12s were also used as monitors
(along with Outline Micras) for the Pope
and the orchestra and mics were
mainly DPA (on the strings), plus
Octavia units for the choir and SM 81s
on the flutes.
Calvigioni concluded: “Thanks to the
contractors’ efficiency and the hardware,
the results achieved at the Amman mass
were excellent and a great improvement
on our previous visit there.” Q
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